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 “Take A Walk With Me, Students of LMC Production 

For you have made an outstanding contribution to the world, and to me 

Let us travel through time from the present to the past 

Or beyond to the future… Let us see what there is to see  

 

For it is our time to view what is, what was and what will be  

The boundaries of our pilgrimage are as a wide as the sea 

We may go anywhere our imagination takes us  

To the beginning of time when we were nothing but dust 

Or to the crest of the future where all hope lies  

This,  shall be our focus 

 

Let our journey begin, at the edge of the world, on a beach of endless sand  

Lighting strikes the earth and a funnel of glass appears   

Pick it up and hold it in your hand 

 

For we drawn to it, this shinny class object  The power of it’s glow is strong   

So powerful it pulls us inside of it, to the place where we find our song… 

 

“We are more alike than we were ever different”     

 

Entering the glass discover,  

That like the grains of sand when brought together,  

Miraculous wonders are uncovered    

 

For the Land And It’s People Are One  

And yes,  so are we! 

The sands of the land dictates the color of our soil 

As the fruits of our labor dictate, how much have we worked 

How much we have toiled 

 

Nature mixes with ashes the grains of sand  according to her own equation 

Heating them in volcanic fires and spewing them forth to create illumination 

Reflected by the cool black rock-like substances, to form the first known glass   

And like this substance of spender and wonder,  That’s what we’ve become, at last 

 

Isn’t it amazing how the tiny grains of sand, when brought together, 

Can became so crystal clear  

Or when held up to the light, it shines back on us to reflect exactly who we are,  

We are here!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



For we, the people of the land, like the many grains of sand 

Also come in various shades of brown   

Everyone’s skin, tone uniquely the same shades of the sand 

Like the sand of the earth, we, it’s people can be found … 

 

Throughout the globe, 

From this day forth, who knows where we may roam   

But with a song in our hearts, and dance in our steps we are never far from home 

 

For we can be strong and majestic like mountains reaching towards the sky  

We can, will the course of mighty rivers reaching for oceans wide,  

We can be the blanket of endless shore that goes on for miles and miles   

Formed and shaped like the sand into a looking glass,  

We can look inward, and see, and smile 

 

For we are actors, singers dancers and dreamers   

And like the sand, we are adaptable 

With exceptional qualities to share with the world   

We are remarkable 

 

Look left, and view an ocean of possibilities   

Glance right and find a mountain of goals to climb   

Look up and a million stars, like bright lights of ideas are waiting to be discovered   

It’s your time to shine! 

 

So be creative… talented one  Your lot in life, is and endless field of possibilities 

Your gift can take you anywhere  Your imagination is the key 

 

For you are not only the dreamer, you are the sand man,  you make dreams come true 

You share what makes you happy  You share what make you glad  You share what makes 

you blue 

You share what is real in life and what is fantasy  And you share what is real, only to you 

 

Therefore, I charge you now, my sandmen  To  be motivated and encouraged 

Be more and do more with this precious gift called life  

Continue to dream and take chances, despite the struggle, despite the strife 

 

Set the pace and to always, always believe in yourself   

Believe in the power within 

Promote understanding and awareness of the wonderfully divers culture we live in 

 

For we are not islands standing alone… 

We are grains of sand not a rock, not stone  

 

Remember:  “It’s not what world has to offer, it’s what we bring to the world  

Present to it, all you have to give, and then… give some more!” 

 


